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Abstract. We present a combination of Upper Confidence Tree (UCT)
and domain specific solvers, aimed at improving the behavior of UCT
for long term aspects of a problem. Results improve the state of the art,
combining top performance on small boards (where UCT is the state of
the art) and on big boards (where variants of CSP rule).
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Introduction

This sequential decision making research is based on the following requirements
on our favorite application:
– anytime algorithm (behavior for unknown and possibly small time settings):
we want our algorithm to be able to run in very limited time and provide an
approximate solution. For example, Direct Policy Search (DPS) and Upper
Confidence Tree (UCT) satisfy this requirement.
– asymptotic optimality (behavior for long time settings): many algorithms are
fast, but have strong assumptions on the model, so that the real problem
is modified in order to match the model requirement; as a consequence,
the solution, even if it is optimal on the model, is not optimal on the real
problem. For example, UCT satisfies this requirement (in discrete cases, and
with some modifications also in continuous domains); many reinforcement
learning tools also have this property. DPS, on the other hand, is usually
limited by the policy structure.
– compatibility with long term effects: many Markov Decision Processes
(MDP) have long term effects; you can not make optimal decisions unless
you take into account long term consequences of your actions. This requirement is harder to formalize: Direct Policy Search has no problem with this,
because it is based on complete simulations of the problem; also, Stochastic
Dynamic Programming takes into account long term effects. On the other
hand, it is not the case for UCT. Theoretically, UCT will asymptotically find
optimal solutions if the horizon is finite; but in real life, only the few initial
time steps make sense, the remaining part being left to the pure Monte-Carlo
part.

– compatibility with high-dimension: many works are dedicated to improving
the scalability of MDP-solving algorithms; a great success for this is UCT,
with its ability to focus on the relevant parts of the search space.
In this paper, we propose the following principle:
– Using a UCT algorithm for handling the short term combinatorial explosion
of the tree of possible futures.
– Using, in lieu of the standard pure Monte-Carlo simulator of UCT,
a solver known for good performance for long-term behavior.
Section 2 presents some tools useful in the paper. Section 3 presents our
algorithm, Optimistic Heuristics. Section 4 presents experimental results. Section
5 concludes.

2

Tools

In this section, we define the tools on which our algorithm is based: Upper
Confidence Trees (Section 2.1), Constraint Satisfaction Problems (Section 2.2).

2.1

Upper Confidence Trees

Upper Confidence Trees[9] proceeds as explained in Alg. 1 for making a decision
in a state s in time t.

Algorithm 1 The UCT algorithm in short.
Inputs: a state s, a time t.
Output: a decision.
while t is not elapsed do
s′ = s
// initialization of a simulation
while s′ is not a final state
// this loop is a simulation do
if s′ has more than 5 simulations then
Let d be the decision in s’ which maximizes Qucb (s′ , d)
else
Let d be a decision in s’ chosen by a heuristic (a.k.a Monte-Carlo part)
end if
Let s′′ be a (possibly stochastic) next state obtained after decision d in s′ .
s′ ← s′′
end while
Update Qucb values and Q̂ values
end while
Return the decision in s′ with maximum Q̂(s′ , d).

This algorithm uses the two following formulas:
Q̂(s, d) = mean reward of past simulations including decision d in state s
s
log(2 + n(s))
Qucb (s, d) = Q̂(s, d) +
1 + n(s, d)
where
n(s, d) is the number of simulations with move d in state s and n(s) =
P
n(s,
d).
d
It is widely reported that choosing a heuristic with high performance does
not necessarily lead to high performance of the UCT built on top of it [5].
However, in the one player case, introducing strong heuristics is seemingly quite
efficient[3, 13]. This is the principle of [13], using a strong heuristic, namely CSP,
for improving UCT performance on MineSweeper on small boards.
2.2

Constraint Satisfaction Problems + Heuristics

In some problems in which rigorous optimality is unreachable, just optimizing
the instantaneous reward might be a good idea. For example, in the MineSweeper
problem, choosing the move with lowest probability of immediate loss is efficient.
Nonetheless, it is not sufficient for rigorous optimality; as shown by [11], when
two locations have the same probability of mine, choosing the one which is
as close as possible to the frontier between covered locations and uncovered
locations might be a good idea. For examples, if 6 locations a, b, c, d, e, f are
uncovered, with probability of mine respectively 50%, 50%, 20%, 20%, 20%, 20%,
and distance to the frontier respectively 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, then move (f) should be
chosen (at least according to this heuristic), because (i) moves (c), (d), (e) and
(f) have lowest probability of mines, and among these locations (f) has smallest
distance to frontier. Formally, the frontier is defined as the set of locations which
are uncovered and next to at least one mine. This is not formally proved as
optimal (and Fig. 2 shows that it is not optimal), but it is on average quite
efficient (see results in [11]) as a heuristic for breaking ties between equivalent
moves. This heuristic “tie breaking” provides significant improvements. However,
as shown by [3], there are cases where the optimal move is difficult to find among
moves with minimum probability of mine. Therefore, CSP variants do not have
the asymptotic optimality property discussed in the introduction.
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Optimistic Heuristics

We define Optimistic Heuristics (OH), our UCT-based algorithm, as follows:
–
–
–
–

the main structure of the program is UCT;
we fix the first move at a corner of the board;
we expand only children with minimum probability of mine;
but the Monte-Carlo part is replaced by HCSP (Heuristic CSP), a variant of CSP with improved performance thanks to the heuristic of prefering
locations close to the frontier between covered and uncovered locations.

Algorithm 2 Our Optimistic Heuristics algorithm. The two parts in bold involve
specialized methods, namely CSP and HCSP.
Inputs: a state s, a time t.
Output: a decision.
while t is not elapsed do
s′ = s
// initialization of a simulation
while s′ is not a final state
// this loop is a simulation do
CSP: Let E be the set of moves with minimum probability of mine.
if s′ has more than 5 simulations then
Let d be the decision in E which maximizes Qucb (s′ , d)
else
Let d be a decision in E chosen by HCSP.
end if
Let s′′ be a (possibly stochastic) next state obtained after decision d in s′ .
s′ ← s′′
end while
Update Qucb values and Q̂ values
end while
Return the decision in s′ with maximum Q̂(s′ , d).

Fig. 1. A description of MCTS in one Figure, from [2]. Before making a decision, the
algorithm performs many simulations. Each simulation is typically made of (i) a path
in the current tree stored in memory (ii) a construction of one new node added to the
tree (iii) a Monte-Carlo simulation from this new node.

The pseudo-code is given in Alg. 2. Describing UCT in details is beyond the
scope of this paper; so we refer to http://www.mcts.ai/?q=mcts for a userfriendly introduction. Figure 1 provides a graphical overview.
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Experiments

Fig. 2. Situations in which some moves with minimum probability of mine are suboptimal. We are not aware of situations where no move with minimum probability of
mine is optimal; so in our program we expand only the parts of the tree corresponding
to moves with lowest probability of mine (yet, we have no proof of optimality for this).
Top: the top location and the bottom covered locations lead to a probability of winning
2
, whereas the middle location leads to a probability of winning 13 . Bottom: these three
3
boards are the three possible cases when playing 5x5 GnoMine with 15 mines (up to
rotation): they show that under GnoMine rule, playing in the center (for the first move)
leads to a 100% winning rate. One can easily see that the success rate when playing
any other move is < 100%. So, this case shows that even for the first move, choosing a
move with minimal probability of mine is not enough for playing optimally; moreover,
corners are not optimal for the GnoMine variant.

The well known MineSweeper game is much more complex than expected
at first sight [8, 1, 12], and a good tool for modeling in a clean way some real
world problems[7]. The most classical approach for MineSweeper is based on
Constraint Satisfaction Problems[14], as in Section 2.2: this provides a provably
correct estimate of the belief state, and then classically after CSP one plays the
covered location with least probability of being a mine. However, [3] has shown
that this approach is suboptimal; there are situations, as in Fig. 2, where some

moves with minimum probability of mines are nonetheless suboptimal moves.
This fact was used in [11] for designing a version of CSP with better performance,
by preferring the locations which are closest to the frontier in case of tie on the
probability of mines; [11] got the best performance so far on MineSweeper on
many board sizes, under time constraints, in particular big boards.
An alternate approach has been investigated in [3, 13]; using UCT, these approaches have asymptotic optimality, and so outperform CSP when given enough
time. They got best performance so far on small boards, outperforming CSP, but
are too slow for big boards.
[13] and [11] outperformed the state of the art in two different settings; close
to optimality on small boards for [13] (compliant with any variant of rule),
and better than CSP on big boards for [11]; in this paper we combine both
approaches, using UCT with the HCSP approach as a heuristic.
MineSweeper is parametrized by the number of mines, the number of rows,
the number of columns. Importantly, there are different variants of MineSweeper:
– variants in which the mines can be anywhere on the board;
– variants in which the mines can not be on the first move (as in most implementations);
– variants in which there are no mine in the neighborhood of the first move
(e.g. the GnoMine implementation).
The optimal strategies are the same for the first two variants. It is widely believed
that moves in the corners are optimal in the two first cases; but, as shown by
the example in Fig. 2 (right) this is not the case for the third family of variants.
For the sake of sound comparisons with earlier results, we will present results in
the second case, i.e. one can not lose at the first move.
Results are presented in Table 1.
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Conclusions

We experimented a combination between UCT and CSP solvers. We got a reasonably fast solver, much faster than the one from [13], and benefiting from the
heuristic from [11]. Results are at the state of the art on all board sizes.
Further work consists in
– Pairing simulations: using the same sequence of possible children for all children of a given node.
– Using the additional information from HCSP for ordering legal decisions in
a given node; for example, we might:
• consider moves in lexicographic orders on x-axis and y-axis;
• consider moves in order of probability of mine, and in case of tie distance
to the frontier (this is inspired by [11]);
• consider random order (which avoids biases).
– Using progressive widening[2, 4, 10]; testing various coefficients, and maybe
non-polynomial rules; or use rules depending on rewards obtained for the
already sampled moves; see Fig. 3 for more on this.

Format
CSP-PGMS
HCSP
BSSUCT
4 mines on 4x4
64.7 %
67.0%
70.0% ± 0.9%
1 mine on 1x3
100 %
100%
3 mines on 2x5
22.6%
21.0%
25.4%± 1%
10 mines on 5x5
8.20%
8.51%
9% (p-value: 0.14)
5 mines on 1x10
12.93%
12.7%
18.9% ± 0.2%
10 mines on 3x7
4.50%
4.76%
5.96% ± 0.16%
15 mines on 5x5
0.63%
0.63%
0.9% ± 0.1%
10 mines on 8x8
79.9 %
10 mines on 9x9
80%
90.5%
40 mines on 16x16
45%
76.4% ± 0.4%

OH
67.0% ± 0.5%
100%
23.4% ± 0.5 %
11.4% ± 0.4 %
17.0% ± 0.4 %
6.1% ± 0.2 %
1.15% ± 0.1 %
80.2 ± 0.48
89.9% ± 0.3%
74.4% ± 0.5%
(100 sims per move)
99 mines on 16x30
34%
38.1% ± 0.5%
38.7 ± 1.8 %
(100 sims per move)
Table
1. Results of various implementations on the MineSweeper
games.
CSP-PGMS
is
the
PGMS
implementation
of
CSP
(http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/ramsdell/pgms/). HCSP is the implementation of CSP with heuristic breaking ties by playing as close as possible to the frontier
between covered locations and uncovered locations[11]; results are averaged over 105
games except 16x30 which is averaged over 104 games. BSSUCT is the implementation
of UCT from [13]. OH is our Optimistic Heuristics program. For OH, results are
obtained with 10000 simulations per move, except expert mode and intermediate
mode (99 mines on 16x30 and 40 mines on 16x16) which use 100 simulations per move.
BSSUCT is not documented for cases in which it was too slow for being operational
in [13].

– Simulate several times for evaluating a node, before starting new simulations
from the root.
– Using rapid action value estimates[6] (either it brings an improvement, or
it is an interesting counter-example; see Fig. 4 for a counter-example in the
game of Go.).
More specifically for Minesweeper, we don’t know if the assumption that
the optimal move has minimum probability of mine is safe. We just break ties
between various moves with minimum probability of mine, and we did not find
any proof that doing otherwise (i.e. considering also moves with non minimal
probability of mine) can bring an improvement; but we have no proof. Also we
have no proof that always playing in the corner for the first move is a good idea;
it is known as a good heuristic, but maybe in some cases there are better moves
(with the rule “first move is a 0”, it is mathematically proved that the center is
a good move in some cases; see [3]).
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